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ABSTRACT.  The internal structure and external properties (in terms

of other //-closed extensions) of the Fomin extension  oX of a Hausdorff

space X are investigated.  The relationship between oX and the Stone-Cech

compactification of the absolute of X is developed and used to prove that a

aY-closed subset of oX\X is compact and to show the existence of a Tychonoff

space  Y such that  oX\X is homeomorphic to 0Y\Y.  The sequential closure

of X in oX is shown to be X.

It is known that aX is not necessarily projectively larger than any

other strict //-closed extension of X; a necessary and sufficient condition is

developed to determine when a //-closed extension of X is projectively smaller

then  aX.  A theorem by Magill is extended by showing that the sets of Ô-iso-

morphism classes of //-closed extensions of locally //-closed spaces X and  Z

are lattice isomorphic if and only if aX\X and oZ\Z ate homeomorphic.

Harris has characterized those simple Hausdorff extensions of X which are

subextensions of the Katetov extension.  Characterizations of Hausdorff (not

necessarily simple) extensions of X which are subextensions of //-closed

extensions 0-isomorphic and S-equivalent to the Katetov extension are presented.

In this paper, we investigate properties of the Fomin extension and the

complete upper semilattice of //"-closed extensions of a Hausdorff space; some

of our results are obtained by use of the absolute of a Hausdorff space.  For a

Hausdorff space X, the sequential closure of X in the Fomin extension oX

is shown to be X and subsets of oXXX which are closed in oX are shown to

be compact. If y is an /^-closed extension, it is known ([IF], [L], [PT]) that

the identity function on X can be extended to a continuous function from the

Katetov extension nX to  Y whereas the corresponding result with' kX replaced

by oX is false even if Y is a strict extension. A necessary and sufficient con-

dition is given for the identity function on X to extend to a continuous func-

tion from oX to  Y.
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We prove a result similar to a theorem by Magill [M] by showing

the sets of 0 -isomorphism classes of//-closed extensions of locally //-closed spaces

X and Y  are lattice isomorphic if and only if  aX\X   and   oY\Y  are

homeomorphic. In addition, we prove that for a Hausdorff space X, there is

a Tychonoff space  Y with the property that the sets of 0-isomorphism classes

of//-closed extensions of X and  Y are lattice isomorphic. Given a simple

Hausdorff extension T of a space X, Harris  [H]  has found necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for T to be isomorphic, as extensions of X, to a subspace

of the Katetov extension; we approach this setting from a different direction

by characterizing, in terms of //-closed extensions, those Hausdorff extensions

of X satisfying each of these conditions.

This paper is a continuation of [PV], and the definitions and notation

developed in  [PV] will be used in this paper. Also, the numbering in this paper

is a continuation of the numbering in  [PV].  In particular, X will always denote

a Hausdorff space. There are a few additional definitions and facts that will be

helpful in this paper.

Banaschewski  [B] has shown for a semiregular Hausdorff space X that

(kX)s is a minimal Hausdorff extension of X, denoted by pX. Flachsmeyer

([Fl], [F2]) has shown that yX is a special extension a X of Fomin-Shanin

([Fo], [SI], [S2]) type with respect to the base  8 of all regular open sets.

Correspondingly, yX is called the Banaschewski-Fomin-Shanin extension; by

1.6, hX = (kX)s = (oX)s.

(1.8) If y is a Hausdorff extension of X and /: Y —*■ Z is a continuous

function such that f]X is a homeomorphism onto f(X), then f(Y\X) Ç Z\f(X).

(1.9) Let  F be an open filter on X and G = f){U: U is an open ultra-

filter on X and  F Ç U}. Then

6 = {U: U open in X and int(cl(C/)) G F}= FVP

where V = {£/: U open in X and X = cl(£/)}.

Proof. Since V is contained in every open ultrafilter, then   F V V Q G.

Let U be open in X such that int(cl(i/)) S   F. Then (X\cl(U)) C\F*0

for all F G F. For some open ultrafilter (J,  U 3 F U {X\a(U)}. This shows

G Q {U: U open in X and int(cl(£/)) G F}. Now, let U be open in X such

that int(cl(t/)) G F. Then X\bá UE V and int(cl(ü)) n (AAbd £/) = £/G F V

P. Hence,  {t/: t/ open in X and int(cl(lO) G F}Ç F V P. This completes

the proof.

The next fact is an easy, consequence of (1.9).

(1.10) If U is an open ultrafilter on X and V is an open set such that

int(cl(*0) G U, then VGÜ.

The authors wish to thank the referee for his useful suggestions.
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5. Internal properties of sX.   Let X be a Hausdorff space. 8X is used

to denote  {q: q is an open ultrafilter on X). For each open set U in X, let

Gv = {q G 8X: U G q}.   {G^: U open in X} forms a base for an extremally

disconnected, compact Hausdorff topology on BX [IF, Theorems 1,2]. The

subspace  {q G 6X: q is fixed) is denoted as pX and called the absolute of X;

pX is dense in 6X [IF, Theorem 4]. By Exercise 6M in [GJ],  6X = ßpX

as extensions of pX and pX is an extremally disconnected, Tychonoff space.

Define a function it from OX onto aY by Tt(q) = q if q is free and 7r(<7) =

x if NxQq; this extends the function 7r, defined in [IF] with domain pX

and range X.

Recall that a function /: y —► Z is irreducible if / is onto and no

proper closed subset of y is mapped onto Z, is compact if f~l(z) is compact

for each z G Z, and is perfect if / is closed and compact.

Theorem 5.1    [IF, Theorem 10]. Tr\pX: pX —> X is a 8-continuous,

irreducible, perfect function.

By a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 10 of [IF], these properties

of ir\pX can be extended to n.

Theorem 5.2.  it: 8X —* aX is a 6-continuous, irreducible, perfect

function.

It is clear that it is a bijection when the domain is restricted to the re-

mainder BXSpX and the range to the remainder aX\X. In fact, more is true,

as indicated in the next lemma (the proof is straightforward).

Lemma 53.   (a) For each open set U, ttíG^KX = Otj\U and

n-1(Ou\U) = Gu\pX.

(b) TT\(dX\pX): 6X\pX —* oX\X is a homeomorphism.

Theorem 5.4.  Suppose there is a continuous function from aX onto an

H-closed extension Y of X that leaves X pointwise fixed. Let F Ç Y\X.

The following are equivalent:

(a) F is closed in  Y.

(b) F is compact.

(c) O {G* : y G F] is a free open filter, and if O {C? : y G F} meets O2

for some z G Y\X, then z G F.

Proof. Let f: aX —>Y be the continuous function that leaves X point-

wise fixed and F = Ç\ {Oy : y G F}.

(a) implies (b). By 5.3 (b), it suffices to show that ir~1(f~1(F)) is closed

in 6X since OX is compact. By 5.3(b),   Tr~1(f~1(F)) is closed in BXSpX.

Let qEpX and MxQq where xGX. Now OKn/~1(F)=0 for some
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VEHX, implying Gv n TT-l(f-1(F)) = 0. Thus, irl(f-l{F)) is closed in 6X.

(b) implies (c). Clearly F is an open filter on X. Let x G X. There

are disjoint open sets R and 5 in y such that x G R and FQS. Now

xERHX, SnieF, and (/î n AT) n (S n X) = 0; so, F is free. Suppose

z G Y\X and z Û F. There are disjoint open sets /? and S in y such that

zER and FQS. Now fl n A" G 02 and ifllGF, implying  F does not

meet O2.

(c) implies (a).  Since F  is a free open filter, the closure of F in   y is

contained in  Y\X. Let z E Y\(X U F). Then 02 does not meet F; so, there

are disjoint open sets VEO2 and  VE F. Now o((/) n o(F) = 0, z Go(I/),

and F Ç o(V). So, z Ö cL, F. Hence, F is closed in Y.

The authors are indebted to the referee for a suggestion that improved

Theorem 5.4. By Theorem 4 in [Fl], the  Y in Theorem 5.4 can be replaced

by o X where  8 is a 7r-basis. The //-closed extensions y of A" that satisfy

the hypothesis of Theorem 5.4 are characterized in Theorem 6.2. In the case that

the//-closed extension Y of X is aX and FCoX\X, the first part of 5.4(c)

is equivalent to F being free; using the fact that an open filter F meets an open

ultrafilter U if and only if Fc(J, the second part of 5.4(c) is equivalent to

F being saturated (see the paragraph before Remark 2.2). Thus, we have the

following extension of Theorem 2.1.

Corollary 55.   Let R be an equivalence relation on aX such that

R(x) = {x} for xEX.   There is an H-closed extension  Y of X such that R =

RY if and only if R(y) is compact for each y G aX.

A Hausdorff space Y is locally H-closed [O] if every point has an //-closed

neighborhood. Porter [Po] showed that a Hausdorff space Y is locally //-closed

if and only if y is an open subspace in each of its //-closed extensions. Other

characterizations of locally //-closed spaces are provided in the next theorem.

Theorem 5.6.   The following are equivalent for a Hausdorff space X.

(a) X is locally H-closed.

(b) X is open in aX.

(c) aX\X is compact.

(d) pX is locally compact.

Proof. That (a) and (b) are equivalent\follows from the proof of The-

orem 3.1 of [Po], and that (b) and (c) are equivalent follows from Theorem 5.4.

If pX is locally compact, then BXSpX is compact, and by Theorem 5.2,

Tt(ßXSpX) = aX\X is compact. This shows (d) implies (b). By the proof of

Theorem 5.4 ((a) implies (b) part), if aX\X is closed in aX, then ir~1(pX\X)

= BX\pX is closed in 8X; this shows that pX is locally compact and that

(b) implies (d).
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Corollary 5.7.   A Hausdorff space X is almost H-closed (i.e.,

card aX\X < 1   [Po] ) if and only if pX is almost compact.

Here is how another property translates between X and pX.

Theorem 5.8. For a Hausdorff space X, a point q EpX is isolated if

and only if n(q) is isolated in X.

Proof.  The proof is straightforward.

The referee has asked the question of whether p(pX) = a(pX) for an

arbitrary Hausdorff space X. The question was motivated by the fact that

p(pX) = ß(pX); so, the question is reduced to whether a(pX) = ß(pX) for an

arbitrary Hausdorff space X. Here is a solution to the question.

Theorem 5.9. Let X be a Hausdorff space. p(oX) = o(pX) if and only

if the set of nonisolated points of pX is compact.

Proof.  Since p(aX) = a(pX) if and only if o(pX) = ß(pX), then, by

Theorem 11 in [K2], p(aX) = o(pX) if and only if the set of nonisolated

points of pX is compact.

Thus, when AT is a Hausdorff space that is not //-closed and has no iso-

lated points (e.g., the real numbers with the usual topology), p(oX) ¥= a(pX).

On the other hand, if X is a semiregular Hausdorff space, then by Corollary 9

in [IF], p(ßX) = ß(pX). But every regular nowhere dense closed set in pX

is compact; so, by Theorem 6.4 in[PT], ß(pX) = ß(pX). Thus, for every semi-

regular Hausdorff space X, p and ß commute, i.e., n(pX) = p(pX).

It is well known [GJ, Example 9K6] that each Tychonoff space S is

homeomorphic to ßT\T for some Tychonoff space T. It seems natural to in-

quire whether each Hausdorff space X is homeomorphic to oY\Y or kY\Y

for some Hausdorff space  Y. This is false for kY, as kY\Y is discrete; the

next theorem shows it is also false for oY.

Theorem 5.10.   (a) For a Hausdorff space X, aX\X = ß(pX)\pX  for the

Tychonoff, extremally disconnected space pX.

(b) // y is a Tychonoff, extremally disconnected space, then ßY\Y =

oY\Y.

Proof.  The proof of (a) follows from Lemma 5.3.

The proof of (b) follows from Lemma 5.3 and the fact [IF, Corollary 2]

that for a Tychonoff, extremally disconnected space Y, npY: pY —► Y is a

homeomorphism.

Corollary 5.11. For a Hausdorff space X, oX\X = o(pX)\pX.

It follows by Theorem 5.10 that the class, henceforth denoted as S, of
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spaces aX\X as X ranges over all Hausdorff spaces is the same as the class of

spaces ßY\Y where Y ranges over all Tychonoff, extremally disconnected

spaces. Since ßpX is extremally disconnected, 2 is a subclass of the class of

Tychonoff, zero-dimensional spaces. It is a proper subclass since spaces in 2

possess the property that a convergent sequence is eventually constant [Wî, 15G3] ;

in particular, the space of rational numbers with the usual topology is not an

element of 2.

Problem. Find an internal characterization of spaces which are the re-

mainders of Stone-Cech compactifications of extremally disconnected spaces.

The sequential closure of a normal Hausdorff space Y in ßY is Y

[W, Theorem 8.3.2] ; the corresponding fact for Tychonoff spaces is not neces-

sarily true (an example is the deleted Tychonoff plank). However, if y is a

Tychonoff space, then ßY is not first countable at any point of ßY\Y. The

analogous results for aX are contained in the next theorem and corollary.

Theorem 5.12.   The sequential closure of the Hausdorff space X in aX

and in kX is X.

Proof.  Assume that (xn) is a sequence in X converging to some point

p in aX\X. Using induction, it is straightforward to derive a subsequence

(z„) of (xn) and a decreasing family  {U„: n E N} of open sets of p with

the properties  {Zj, • • •, zn}d clx(Un+1) =0 and znEUn for all n E N.

Let A = {z„:   n E N}; A is closed in X since A U {p} is closed in aX.

Either X\A or intxA belongs to p. But X\A contains no member of the

converging subsequence (z„); hence, intxA G p.  Since, for all n E N, (intxA)

C\\Jnzh0 and (inty/l) n (Un\clx(Un + 1)) C {z„}, there is a subsequence

(yn) of (zn) converging to p with the property that  {y„} is open in X for

all n. The sets  {y2„: n E N} and  {y^n+v " G N} are disjoint, open sets in

X, and since both sets, as sequences, converge to p, both belong to p, which

is a contradiction. The proof for kX is similar.

Corollary 5.13. Let X be a Hausdorff space.   oX (resp., kX) is not

first countable at any point of oXXX (resp., kX\X).

6. Regularity conditions and aX.  Let  y be an //-closed extension of

X and f: kX —* Y the Katetov function of Y. The Fomin extension oX of

X is simply the underlying set of kX with a coarser topology; hence, the

question arises as to when the Katetov function is continuous on aX. In this

section, we derive an answer. The answer is related to a modified regularity

condition. (Note that if g: aX —*■ Y is a continuous function extending the

identity on X, then g is the Katetov function of Y.)

We now define a regularity condition related to the continuity of the
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Katetov function on aX. A space Z is regular relative to a subset A if for

each z G Z and each open set U of z, there is an open set V such that

z G F U (A n intzclz F) ç F U (4 n clz V) Q U.

If Z is regular relative to Z, then Z is regular. This definition is re-

lated to oX in the next theorem, but first we need a lemma.

Lemma 6.1. Let f: kX—*■ Y be the Katetov function of an H-closed

extension Y of X. Then for each open set U in X, oYU Qf(0,j) = U U

(cly U\X).

Proof.  Let yEoYU. Then Of Cz for some zEkX; hence UEz

and zEOrj. Thus, y=f(z) and oYUQf(Ojj). Now, let zEOv and y -

f(z). Then 0* Q z, so U n V # 0 for every  K G cV, implying .y G dYU.

It follows by 1.8 that f(Ov) QUI) (c\YU\X). Conversely, it suffices to show

clyCAJTC/XOy) since UQoYU. So, let y E dYU\X. Then 0? is a free

open filter on X and U <~\ V * 0 for every KGO*. Thus, 0^ U {£/}Cz

for some free open ultrafilter z on X.  Now z G Ov and /(z) =>>,

so clYU\XQf(Orj).

Theorem 6.2.  Let f: kX —*■ Y be the Katetov function of an H-closed

extension  Y of X. f factors through oX (i.e., f: oX —*■ Y is continuous)

if and only if Y is regular relative to Y\X.

Proof. Suppose / factors through aX. Let y E Y and U an open

set containing y. Then, by Theorems 2.1 and 5.4, f~l(y) is a compact sub-

set of aX. It follows that there is an open set  V in X such that f~1 (y) Q

Ov and f(Ov) QU. It y EX, then y EVQoYV. If y ¿X, then VE

n/-1(v); since f~1(y)= {z: z is open ultrafilter and 0* Q z}, then, by

1.9, intArclArFGO)'. Thus, by 1.1,

y E (intYdYoY V)\X = OyOnt^clx V)\X.

Since f(Oy) Q U, then by 1.1 and Lemma 6.1, (oYV) U (clYoYV)\X Q U.

Thus, y is regular relative to  Y\X. Conversely, suppose  Y is regular relative

to Y\X and that fiz) =y.  Let U be an open set containing y. There is an

open set V such that

yEVU(mtYdYV\X)QVU(clYV\X)Q U.

Let W=Vnx. lîyEX, then zEWQOw. Suppose y Ö X. By 1.1,

intyclyF = Oy(intArclArH0. Since 0? Qz, then va.\xdxW E z. By 1.10,

WEz implying z G Ow. By Lemma 6.1, f(Ow) =WU (dYh^X) QVU

(dYV\X) Q U. This shows that / factors through aX.
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Now oX is regular relative to oX\X (it will be noted below that oX

possesses an even stronger property), so it is clear from the preceding theorem

that oX is a projective maximum among the //-closed extensions Y of X

which are regular relative to  Y\X.

Also, the concept of regular relative to a subset is related to the question

of whether the Katetov function / of a minimal Hausdorff extension  y of a

semiregular Hausdorff space X can be factored through the Banaschewski-

Fomin-Shanin extension pX, i.e., (oX)s. Again, note that if g: pX —► Y is a

continuous function extending the identity map on X, then g is the Katetov

function of Y.

Theorem 6.3.  Let X be a semiregular Hausdorff space and Y a mini-

mal Hausdorff extension of X.   The Katetov function f of Y factors through

pX if and only if Y is regular relative to  Y\X.

Proof.  If / factors through pX, then / factors through aX implying

y is regular relative to  Y\X by Theorem 6.2.  Conversely, suppose  Y is reg-

ular relative to  Y\X. By Theorem 6.2, / factors through aX. Suppose z G

oX, f(z)=y   and U is a regular-open set in  Y containing y.  For some  VE

z, y =f(z) Ef(Oy) QU. By 1.1, intaA.claArOK = Ow where  W=iatxdxV.

So, zEOw and y Ef(Ow) =WU dYW\X. Since Ow = WUOv by 1.2,

then it follows that f(Ow) Q intycly£/ = U. Thus, / factors through pX.

Recall [BPS] that a regular filter F on X is an open filter with the

property that for each t/G F, there is a VE f such that cl^FÇ U.

Theorem 6.4.  Let Y be an extension of X.   Then  Y is regular if and

only if Y is regidar relative to  Y\X and Oy is a regular filter on X for

each y E Y.

Proof.  It is easy to verify that a regular space  Y satisfies the two con-

ditions. To prove the converse, let y G U Q Y where U is open in  Y. Since

U n X G Oy, then there is an open set  W in Y that contains y and

dx(W r\X)QU<~\X and WQU. There is an open set  F in  y such that

y E V U (intycly V)\X QVU (dy V)\X C W.

Now, y G intyclyF Ç dYV = ((dYV) C\X)U (dYV\X). Since

(cly V) n x = (dY(v nx))nx= dx(v nx)c dx(w nX)cunx,

then it follows that clyF Ç U. Thus, X is regular.

If X is a Tychonoff space, then by Theorem 6.2, aX is projectively

larger than any compactification of X, including the Stone-Cech compactifica-

tion. So, aX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X if and only if aX is
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compact, or equivalently, oX is regular. Since oX is regular relative to oX\X

by Theorem 6.2, then the following corollary is an easy consequence of

Theorem 6.4.

Corollary 65. Let X be a Hausdorff space. aX is the Stone-Cech

compactification of X if and only if X is regular and every free open ultra-

filter is regular.

It is straightforward to verify that a Hausdorff space X is regular and

every free open ultrafilter is regular if and only if every closed nowhere dense

subspace of X is compact. Thus an interesting byproduct of the concept

"regular relative to a subset" is a new proof of the following characterization

due to Katëtov [K2].

Corollary 6.6.(Katëtov).   The Fomin extension of a Hausdorff space

X is the Stone-Cech compactification of X if and only if every closed no-

where dense subspace of X is compact.

Problem.   Prove or disprove that an extension  Y of X that is regular

relative to  Y\X is a strict extension.

The converse of the problem is false; in fact, there are semiregular

Hausdorff (and hence, strict) extensions that are not regular relative to the re-

mainder. Consider any noncompact, minimal Hausdorff space  Y with a dense

subspace X of isolated points (cf. Example 3.14 in [BPS]).  By Corollary 6.5,

oX is the Stone-Cech compactification of X and hence, is not projectively

larger than any noncompact space. So, y is not regular relative to  Y\X.

We now define two other regularity conditions, both of which were intro-

duced by Votaw [V].  An extension Y of X has relatively regular remainder

if for each y E Y and each open set  U containing y, there are open sets

V, W containing y suchthat VQW,  Y\XQW, and dwVQU.   Y has

relatively completely regular remainder if for each y EY and each open set U

containing y, there is an open set W containing y and a continuous function

/: W —*■ [0, 1]   such that Y\XQW, f(y) = 0 and f(W\U) Q {1}. It is not

difficult to show that an extension with a relatively completely regular remainder

has a relatively regular remainder. Moreover, since

dwV=WndYVD(dYV)\X   for    VQW,

it is clear that an extension with relatively regular remainder is regular relative

to Y\X.

Theorem 6.7. // Y is an extension of X with a relatively regular re-

mainder, then  Y is a strict extension of X.
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Proof.  Let y G U Q Y where U is open. There are open sets V, W

containing v suchthat  VQW,  YXXQW, and dwVQU.  Then vG

oY(V n X) Q dwV Q U.

Votaw [V] has developed a generalized type of uniformity, called para-

uniformity, that generates all the //-closed extensions with relatively completely

regular remainder.

We close this section with an interesting result concerning the subsets of

the projectively ordered, complete upper semilattice of //-closed extensions of

X with relatively (completely) regular remainder (which are regular relative to

the remainder).

Theorem 6.8.  Let A be a family of H-closed extensions of X.  If each

extension in A is regular relative to its remainder (resp., has a relatively regu-

lar remainder, has a relatively completely regular remainder), then the projective

supremum of A, denoted by V A, is an H-closed extension which is regular

relative to its remainder (resp., has a relatively regular remainder, has a relatively

completely regular remainder).

Proof. Parovicenko [P] showed that V A is an //-closed extension of

X isomorphic to dp(e(X)) where P is the product space tl{Y: YE A} and

e: X —► P is the embedding of X defined by e(x)(Y) = x for every x EX

and every y G A.  Let Z denote the subspace dp(e(X)) of P with e(x)

and x identified, for each xEX.

Suppose that each y G A is regular relative to Y\X. Then the Katetov

function fY of Y can be factored through oX. By a well-known property of

product spaces, there is a continuous function g: aX —* P such that g(y)(Y) =

fY(y) for every y EaX and every  y G A.  Since g extends e, then g is a

continuous function from aX to Z extending the identity function on X.

Thus, g is the Katetov function of Z, and by Theorem 6.2, Z is regular rela-

tive to Z\X.

Now suppose that each y G A has relatively completely regular remainder.

Let z G Z and U be an open set containing z. There is a finite subset F Ç A

and there are open neighborhoods UY of 7ry(z), for Y E F, such that z G

((\{nYl(UY): YEF})r\ZQU, where 7ry is the projection of P onto Y.

Then, for each Y E F, there are open neighborhoods WY of tty(z) and a

continuous function gY: WY —► [0, 1]  such that Y\X Q WY, gY(irY(z)) = 0,

and gY(WY\UY) Q {1}. We now show that Z\e(X) Q flí^yH^y): YE F).

To do this it suffices to show that

Z\e(X)Qïl{Y\X: YEA},

since Y\XQWY for  YEF. Since irY\e(X) is a homeomorphism from e(X)
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onto X for each YEF, then by 1.8, nY(ZXe(X)) Q Y\X implying

Z\e(X)Qf){TrY1(Y\X):YEA} = n{Y\X:  YEA}.

Now W = (Ofr^iWy): YEF})nZ is an open neighborhood in Z of z.

Let g = sup {gY » itY\W: YEF}. Then g: W —» [0, 1]  is a continuous func-

tion, g(z) = 0, and £(WAt/) ç {1}. Thus, V A has relatively completely reg-

ular remainder. The proof for relatively regular remainder is similar.

7.  Subextensions of the Fomin extension and the Banaschewski extension.

Harris [H] has defined the concepts of p-cover (an open cover with the property

that the union of some finite subcollection is dense), p-filter (a free open ultra-

filter or an open neighborhood filter of a point), p-map (a continuous function

with the property that the inverse image of a p-cover is a p-cover) and used

them to prove some results for the Katëtov extension which are analogous to

corresponding results for the Stone-Cech compactification [GJ, Theorems 6.4

and 6.7]. These results by Harris are contained in the next theorem.

Theorem 7.1   [H, Theorem E].  Let T be a simple Hausdorff extension

of a space X.  Consider the following conditions.

(a) Every p-map from X into an H-closed space has an extension to  T.

(b) kT and kX are isomorphic as extensions of X.

(c) There is a homeomorphism from T into kX that leaves X point-

wise fixed.

(d) Every p-cover of X extends to an open cover of T.

(e) Every point of T is the limit of a unique p-filter.

Then (a), (b), (c), and (d) are equivalent and each implies (e).

In this section we characterize those Hausdorff (not necessarily simple)

extensions of X which satisfy either of the conditions (a), (d), or (e) of The-

orem 7.1 and develop the relationships (b) and (c) for the Fomin extension and

the Banaschewski extension. If Y and Z are extensions of X, we write

X QYQZ to mean there is a homeomorphism from Y into Z that leaves X

pointwise fixed and Y=x Z if Y and Z are isomorphic as extensions of X.

We now characterize those Hausdorff extensions of X satisfying condition (a)

of Theorem 7.1.

Corollary 7.2.   Let T be a Hausdorff extension of X.   The following

are equivalent:

(a) Every p-map from X into an H-closed space has an extension to  T.

(b) XQTQkX.

(c) kT=xkX.
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In the next theorem, we characterize those Hausdorff extensions satisfying

condition (d) of Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.3.  Let T be a Hausdorff extension of X.   The following are

equivalent:

(a) Every p-cover of X extends to an open cover of T.

(b) X QTQY for some H-closed extension Y of X which is S-equiv-

alent (see §3) to kX.

(c) For each y ET, O? isa p-filter on X.

(d) kT and kX are S-equivalent extensions of X.

Proof.  The proof is omitted as it is similar to and simpler than the proof

(which is included) of the forthcoming Theorem 7.4.

We now characterize those Hausdorff extensions satisfying condition (e)

of Theorem 7.1.

Theorem 7.4. Let T be a Hausdorff extension of X.  The following are

equivalent:

(a) Every point of T is the limit of a unique p-filter, i.e., for each y ET,

Of is contained in a unique p-filter.

(b) X QTQY for some H-closed extension  Y of X which is B-isomor-

phic (see §3) to kX.

(c) kT and kX are B-isomorphic extensions of X.

(d) For each p-cover A of X,   {int(cl(C/)): U E A} can be extended to

an open cover of T.

Proof.  Since X QTQkT, (c) implies (b) follows immediately.

(b) implies (d). By Theorem 3.5, the Katetov function g: kX —> Y is a

continuous bijection.   By the definition of g,   for  v G Y\X, g~*(y) =

{z G kX\X: Of Q z}. By Lemma 1.9, for y E Y\X,  {open U: int(dÜ) G Of}

(denoted by zy) is an open ultrafilter. If A is a p-cover of X, then there is

a subfamily  {Ut, • • •, Un} of A whose union is dense in X. Thus, for

£/= Ur=i Ui> kXS^ £ °u = U?=10U(. So, for each yEY\X, there is F G

A suchthat  VEzy, implying int(cl(F)) G Of. This shows that {oy(int(cl(L0)):

U E A} is an open cover of Y.

(d) implies (a).  Since Ox = Nx for x G X, then it remains to show that

Oy (relative to T), for v G T\X, is contained in a unique open ultrafilter.

Assume that, for some y E T\X, Of is not contained in a unique open ultra-

filter. Then, by 1.9, zy = {open U: int(cl(i/)) G Oy} is not an open ultrafilter.

By [Wi, 12G], for some open set U in X, UÚzy and X\dxU^zy. For

each u G dxU\U, there is an open set  Vu of u such that int(cl(Fu)) Ö Cf.

Now, A ■ {U, X\dxU}U {Vu: u E dxU\U} is a p-cover and  {int(cl(K)):
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VEA} cannot be extended to an open cover of T.

(a) implies (c). kT is an //-closed extension of X; so, let /: kX—> kT

be the Katetov function of kT.  By Theorem 3.5, it suffices to show that /

is one-to-one.  For y ET, OyKT = OyT; so, f~l(y) is a singleton by assump-

tion (a).  Suppose y G kT\T, then  {U n T: U open in kT and v G £/} is

a free open ultrafilter on 3" and since A is dense in T, it easily follows that

CfT is a free open ultrafilter on X. Thus, f~l(y) is a singleton for v G /cTAr.

Remark 7.5.  It follows immediately from Corollary 7.2 and Theorems 7.3

and 7.4 that, for a Hausdorff extension T of X,

(i) if every p-map from X into an //-closed space can be extended to T,

then every p-cover of X extends to an open cover of T and

(ii) if every p-cover of X extends to an open cover of T, then every

point of T is the unique limit of a p-filter on X.

The converses of (i) and (ii) are false for arbitrary Hausdorff extensions

of X. To show the converse of (i) is false, it suffices to show there is a Haus-

dorff space X for which kX and oX are not isomorphic, but this occurs when

X is Hausdorff but not locally //-closed (Corollary 4.3). The converse of (ii) is

false even if T is a strict (or simple) extension as demonstrated by a space X

in which the 0-isomorphism class of kX contains two nonisomorphic strict

(and hence two nonisomorphic simple) extensions; such a space X is described

in Example 3.8.

Conditions (b) and (c) of Corollary 7.2 are stated in terms of the Katetov

extension kX, and an interesting inquiry is whether (b) and (c) of Corollary 7.2

are equivalent whenever kX is replaced by the Fomin extension oX or the

Banaschewski-Fomin-Shanin extension pX. This inquiry is resolved by the next

theorem and following example.

Theorem 7.6.  Let T be a Hausdorff extension of X.

(a) // oT =x aX, then XQTQoX.

(b) Suppose X is semiregular.   Then pT=xpX if and only if XQTQpX.

Proof.  The proof of (a) and the corresponding part of (b) is straight-

forward. Suppose X is semiregular and X QT Q pX.  T is semiregular since

semiregular is hereditary on dense subspaces ([Kl], [St]).  Since (kT)s = pT

and (kX)s = pX and since kT is an //-closed extension of X, then by The-

orem 3.5, pX-xpT if kX and kT are 0-isomorphic extensions of X.  Let

f: kX—► kT be the Katëtov function for kT. Since f\X is a homeomorphism,

then by 1.8, f'W is a singleton for y EX. For v G kIXX, r1(y) =

{p G kX\X: pDCf (relative to kT as an extension of X)}. If v G kT\T,

then  {U C\T: U open in kT and y E U} is a free open ultrafilter on T, and

as X is dense in T,   Oy is a free open ultrafilter on X. This shows fl (y)
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is a singleton for y E kT\T. Since X QTQ pX, the Katëtov function for

pX (from kX) is the identity function, and for y E T\X, OyT = 0£ = 0£x ;

then f~l(y) is a singleton for y G T\X. This shows that / is one-to-one.

By Theorem 3.5, kX and KT are 0-isomorphic extensions of X.

Example 7.7.  This is an example of a Hausdorff space X that demon-

strates the falsity of the converse of condition (a) of Theorem 7.6.  Let X be

the positive integers with the discrete topology, and let T = oX\{y} for some

v G oX\X. Since every nowhere dense closed subset of X is compact, then by

Corollary 6.6, aX is compact Hausdorff.  But as noted by Flachsmeyer [F,

p. 373], kT= oT and kT is not compact, hence, oT ¥=x oX.

8.  A lattice isomorphism and aX\X.  We now turn our attention to the

0-isomorphism classes of //-closed extensions and show that, for locally //-closed

spaces X and  Y, the collections of such classes are lattices and are lattice

isomorphic if and only if oX\X and oY\Y are homeomorphic.

Let y be an //-closed extension of X, f the Katëtov function of Y,

and Ry- {(s, t): f(s) =f(t)}. Let  [Y]   denote the 0-isomorphism class con-

taining y (see §3). If Z is also an //-closed extension of X, define  [Y] <

[Z]  if and only if Rz QRY. Clearly, the relation < is a partial order on the

collection of 0-isomorphism classes of //-closed extensions of X; this collection

is denoted by 8[X]. In fact, more is true as indicated in the next theorem.

Theorem 8.1. Let X be a Hausdorff space.

(a) The relation < is a partial order on 6 [X]  and every nonempty sub-

set of 6 [X]  has a supremum in 0 [X].

(b) // X is locally H-closed, then 8 [X]  is a complete lattice relative

to <.

Proof.  The first part of statement (a) is noted in the paragraph preceding

Theorem 8.1. To prove the second part of statement (a), let 0 ^ T Q 8 [X].

Let A be a set of representatives, one from each element of T. By the second

remark of §2, the supremum, denoted as  Z,   of  A   exists and  Rz =

f){RY: YEA}. So,  [Z] > [Y]   for every  y G A. Also, if W is an//-closed

extension of X and if [W] > [Y]   for every  y G A, then Rw D C\{RY: YE

A} = RZ. So  [Z]  is a supremum of T relative to <. To prove (b), let X

be locally //-closed and let 0 =£ T Ç 0 [X]. There is a one-point //-closed ex-

tension of X which is a lower bound for T.  So, there is a greatest lower bound

for T in 6[X], by (a) above. Thus, 8[X]   is a complete lattice.

Note that the partial order < on 8[X]   corresponds to 0-projective

order, for the obvious extension of the concept of projective order to 0-pro-

jective order. Moreover, the order < on 0 [X]   corresponds to projective order
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on the set consisting of a projective maximum from each class in 0 [X]  (the

existence of such a maximum element was noted in a paragraph preceding The-

orem 3.7).

Recall that a lattice isomorphism is a bijection that preserves finite supremums

(if they exist) and finite infimums (if they exist). If X is a locally compact

Hausdorff space, it is well known that the collection of Hausdorff compactifi-

cations of X forms a complete lattice relative to the projective order.  For lo-

cally compact Hausdorff spaces X and Y, MagiU [M] has shown that the

families of Hausdorff compactifications of X and Y are lattice isomorphic if

and only if ßXXX = ßYXY, where ßX denotes the Stone-Cech compactification

of X. This result will now be extended to 8[X], 8[Y]  and oX\X, aY\Y,

for locally //-closed spaces.

Theorem 8.2.  Let X and Y be locally H-closed spaces.   Then 8 [X]

is lattice isomorphic to 8[Y]  if and only if oX\X = oY\Y.

Proof.  Since X and  Y are locally //-closed, then by Theorem 5.6,

aX\X and oY\Y are closed, compact subspaces of aX and oY, respectively.

By Theorem 2.1 and 3.5, there is a bijection between 6[X]  and the free, sat-

urated equivalence relations R on kX such that R(x) ■ {x} for x EX. But

there is a bijection between these types of equivalence relations on X and parti-

tions by free, saturated subsets of kX\X (and, hence, of aX\X). It follows

by Theorem 5.4 that there is a bijection between 0 [X]  and the set of parti-

tions of aX\X by closed subsets. A similar statement holds for Y, 8[Y], and

oY\Y. Now a homeomorphism of aX\X and oY\Y induces a lattice isomor-

phism of the sets of partitions of oXXX and oY\Y by closed subsets, and it

is clear that this lattice isomorphism extends to a lattice isomorphism of 6 [X]

and 6[Y].

Conversely, suppose there is a lattice isomorphism between 8 [X]  and

8[Y]. Then, by considering the //-closed extensions obtained by identifying

two points at a time, we obtain a bijection /: aX\X —► alAy, just as Magill

[M] does for ßXXX and ßYXY. But then, since elements of 8 [X]  correspond

to partitions of aX\X by closed sets, we can show that / and f~x are closed,

by using essentially the same argument Magill uses. Thus, oXXX is homeo-

morphic to oYXY.

By Theorem 5.6, pX is locally compact if and only if X is locally

//-closed, and by 5.10 and 5.11, oXXX is homeomorphic to ß(pX)\pX and

to  a(pX)\pX.  Thus, we have a lattice isomorphism of 8[X]   and  8\pX],

for locally //-closed   X.   This leads to the question of whether the

lattice isomorphism of 0 [AT]  with 8[Y]  is an extension of the lattice iso-

morphism of K[pX] with K\pY], for locally//-closed X and Y with oXXX
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homeomorphic to oY\Y, where  K\pX]   denotes the family of Hausdorff com-

pactifications of pX. But it is not difficult to see that the homeomorphism of

oXXX with oYXY uniquely determines both lattice isomorphisms through the

"natural" identification of aXXX with o(pX)\pX and oY\Y with o(pY)\pY.

(Consider the //-closed extensions of X, Y and the compactifications of pX,

pY obtained by identifying two points in oX\X and the corresponding points

in oY\Y.) Thus, if a partition of oX\X by closed subsets induces a compacti-

fication of pX, the corresponding partition of oY\Y induces a compactifica-

tion of pY. This, of course, implies that the answer to the question posed

above is affirmative. We record this result, along with some others, in the fol-

lowing corollary.

Corollary 8.3.   Let X and Y be locally H-closed.   The following are

equivalent:

(a) oX\X = oY\Y.

(b) ß(pX)\pX = ß(pY)\pY.

(c) B[X]  is lattice isomorphic to 8[Y].

(d) 8\pX]  is lattice isomorphic to 8\pY].

(e) K\pX]  is lattice isomorphic to  K[pY],

(f) There is a lattice isomorphism r: 8\pX] —> 8[pY] such that r(K\pX])

= K\pY].

A fact mentioned in the paragraph preceding Corollary 8.3 is true without

local //-closure in the hypothesis and is presented in the next proposition, the

proof of which follows immediately from Lemma 5.3.

Proposition 8.4.  // X is a Hausdorff space, then 8 [X]  and 8 \pX]

are lattice isomorphic.
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